Theories of false memories, particularly in the Deese-Roediger-McDermott (DRM) paradigm, focus on word association strength and gist. Backward associative strength (BAS) is a strong predictor of false recall in this paradigm. However, other than being defined as a measure of association between studied list words and falsely recalled nonpresented critical words, there is little understanding of this variable. In Experiment 1, we used a knowledge-type taxonomy to classify the semantic relations in DRM stimuli. These knowledge types predicted false-recall probability, as well as BAS itself, with the most important being situation features, synonyms, and taxonomic relations. In three subsequent experiments, we demonstrated that lists composed solely of situation features can elicit a gist and produce false memories, particularly when monitoring processes are made more difficult. Our results identify the semantic factors that underlie BAS and suggest how considering semantic relations leads to a better understanding of gist formation.
produces activation that spreads in a lexical-semantic system due to backward association and can result in the creation of an implicit associative response (an associate to the encoded words, see Underwood, 1965) . If it is not rejected as being internally generated (a failure of source monitoring), this generated word will be "remembered" as being presented. False memory is a function of the likelihood that an implicit associative response is activated during either encoding or retrieval, irrespective of being activated consciously (McDermott, 1997) or unconsciously (Seamon, Luo, & Gallo, 1998) . The stronger the set of connections from list words to the nonpresented critical word (as indexed by BAS), the more likely the critical word will be falsely remembered. Note that this theory is mute on what underlies BAS itself. Other than being an index of the probability of a list word eliciting the critical word in a word association task, no proposals have been offered regarding the types of semantic relations that underlie those probabilities-that is, the relations that drive participants' responses in a word association task. In fact, Nelson, McEvoy, and Dennis (2000) , who are strong proponents of the use of word association as a research tool, acknowledge that little is known about the representations and processes that underlie word association.
The second major framework used to account for false memory in the DRM paradigm is fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002; Payne, Elie, Blackwell, & Neuschatz, 1996) . This theory predates that of Roediger, Watson, et al. (2001) in accounting for false memories and suggestibility effects (for a review see . The primary assumption of fuzzy-trace theory is that a verbatim trace and a gist trace result from an encoding experience, and the corresponding processes operate in parallel. A verbatim trace represents the surface form of the presented list items, whereas the gist trace represents the semantic content, including meaning, relations, and patterns (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) . False recall is attributed to gist extraction that occurs during encoding, whereas veridical recall is due to verbatim traces. That is, the fuzzy-trace approach implicates gist extraction or episodic interpretation of the semantic content of the list words as the primary mechanism underlying false memories. This is not to imply that gist extraction will necessarily result in a false memory. In fact, fuzzy-trace theory predicts that false memories can be suppressed through the recollection rejection process (Brainerd, Wright, Reyna, & Mojardin, 2001 ) that is based on the verbatim trace (for a review, see Brainerd & Reyna, 2005) . Roediger, Watson, et al. (2001) argue however, that the notion of "gist extraction" is operationally underspecified, and for the fuzzy-trace account to be complete, the gist representation needs to be specified. Evidence has been reported that supports gist specification in the context of studies examining transitive inference (Brainerd & Kingma, 1984; , inclusion illusions , and false memory for discourse (Brainerd & Reyna, 1993; Reyna & Kiernan, 1994 ; however. Brainerd and Reyna (1998) have argued that the gist trace results from various meanings cued by the surface form of the presented list items, and these meanings are represented by the nonpresented critical list word, or list theme. Gallo and Roediger (2002) suggest that gist theory adequately accounts for lists that produce high levels of false memory, but it fails to explain why other lists produce low levels given that all lists are constructed in a similar manner and appear to converge semantically on their respective nonpresented critical item. The present research tests the notion that certain types of semantic relations might be more successful in eliciting a gist that contains the concept corresponding to the critical word.
Semantic relations and knowledge types
One way to address the potential relations underlying BAS is to consider them as feature or knowledge types. Various researchers (Anisfeld & Knapp, 1968; Fillenbaum, 1969; Grossman & Eagle, 1970) have used this approach to understand errors in recognition tasks. In general, these studies demonstrate that synonyms of a presented word are more likely to be falsely recognized than are control words. They concluded that words are stored as feature complexes, and because synonyms share numerous features, they are more likely to be recognized as having been previously studied. Recently, Brainerd et al. (2008) conducted factor analyses on DRM list associative and lexical variables, as well as numerous semantic variables: seven from Toglia and Battig's (1978) norms, and three regarding emotionality from Bradley and Lang (1999) , as well the Wu and Barsalou (2009) knowledge types used below (i.e., Brainerd et al. used our values from Experiment 1 below). They found numerous indicators of strong meaningfulness (stronger than average words) in the DRM lists, in both list words and critical nonpresented words. They also found that false recall, BAS, and meaningfulness loaded on the same factor and thus concluded that they vary together.
In this article, we focus on semantic relations between list items and critical nonpresented words. Recently, Cree and McRae (2003; see also McRae & Cree, 2002 ) used a knowledgetype taxonomy developed by Wu and Barsalou (2009) to account for behavioural data of category-specific semantic deficit patients. Cree and McRae classified features from a large set of feature production norms for 541 object concepts, taken from McRae, Cree, Seidenberg, and McNorgan (2005) . Although those concepts are all concrete nouns, this is not the case in the DRM lists. For example, determining the features of dog is fairly straightforward in comparison to determining the features of wish. Nonetheless, Wu and Barsalou's taxonomy is a useful tool to understand DRM lists because it affords the opportunity to classify not only features such as physical components of an object, but also knowledge types such as situation features (e.g., for the concept buy, <in a store> would be coded as a location feature), and other relations as well. If DRM list words are considered as features (broadly defined) of the critical word, and these relations are classified using the knowledge-type taxonomy, insight into the role of semantic relations in BAS and false recall may be possible.
In Experiment 1, we used Wu and Barsalou's (2009) knowledge-type taxonomy to examine whether BAS varies as a function of different types of semantic relations and whether semantic relations themselves contribute to false memories. Demonstrating that knowledge types are determinants of BAS may provide explanatory power for the notion of "gist". To foreshadow, we found consistent effects of situation features, synonyms, and taxonomic relations, followed by less consistent effects of entity features. Based on these results, new word lists were developed that consist entirely of situation features of a nonpresented event or location, with the situation features having quite low BAS with the critical nonpresented word. These situational feature lists were used to test predictions of activation/monitoring theory and fuzzy-trace theory. The results provide varying degrees of support for both.
EXPERIMENT 1 Method
Materials and procedure-We used the 55 word lists from Roediger, Watson, et al. (2001) . Each contains the strongest 15 associates of the nonpresented critical word, although Roediger and McDermott (1995) state that a few words were substituted in some lists because they seemed more likely to elicit the critical word. In addition, probability of false recall and BAS were taken from Roediger, Watson, et al. They obtained the majority of BAS values from Nelson et al.'s (1999) word association norms, whereas for words not included in those norms, they collected BAS values using Nelson et al.'s procedure. Wu and Barsalou's (2009) knowledge-type taxonomy, with a few minor alterations, was used to classify the relationship between the critical word and each list word. For example, for the critical word doctor, physician was coded as a synonym and hospital as a location, which falls under the major knowledge-type situation features. The taxonomy consisted of 32 knowledge types, organized within six major classes (see Appendix A). Three minor alterations to Wu and Barsalou's taxonomy were made to accommodate the DRM lists. As in Cree and McRae (2003) , the knowledge type made of was added to the major class of entity features. Also, synonyms was removed from taxonomic relations and was treated as a separate major knowledge type due to its assumed importance in eliciting false memories. Furthermore, antonyms was added as a major knowledge type because although no antonyms are produced when people list features for object concepts, they are produced in the word association task, particularly when the stimulus is an adjective or verb. This resulted in six major knowledge types that formed the bases of our analyses: situation features, synonyms, taxonomic relations, antonyms, entity features, and introspective features.
Two independent raters coded the semantic relations between each of the 825 DRM list words and their respective nonpresented critical words. One rater was the first author, and another was a Research Assistant who was unaware of the goals of the present study. Disagreements were discussed with the result that 813 of the DRM list words were coded for an agreement rate of 98.5%. Only items in which agreement was reached were used in any analysis reported below (9 items coded as miscellaneous were also excluded). The initial step was to use WordNet (2001; Version 1.7.1) to determine synonyms and antonyms of the critical word. Following this, the remaining list words were coded at the specific level in the taxonomy. The individual feature types were then summed for each of the six major knowledge types within which they were nested. The number of words per DRM list in each of these categories potentially ranged from 0 to 15 and served as predictor variables.
Results and discussion
Descriptive statistics for knowledge types-We begin by providing descriptive statistics regarding the prevalence of the knowledge-type relations in the DRM lists (see Appendix B). The prevalence of relations depends to some extent on the nature of the critical word. For example, synonyms and antonyms are most likely to occur for adjectives such as beautiful (lovely), or verbs such as sleep (snooze), although they do occur for some concrete nouns such as trash (garbage, refuse). Twenty-seven of the 55 lists contained at least 1 synonym, with 11 lists containing 2 or more. Overall, there were fewer antonyms (24) than synonyms (56), with only 16 lists containing at least 1 antonym. There were 200 list words referring to taxonomic knowledge, with about half being category coordinates (referring to somewhat similar concepts). Forty-three lists contained at least one taxonomically related word. There were 146 entity features across 33 lists, with the vast majority occurring for critical words denoting a concrete object or entity. Ninety-one list words spread across 33 lists referred to introspections. Finally, of greatest relevance to Experiments 2, 3, and 4, the most frequent semantic relation was aspects of situations in which the concept denoted by a critical word typically takes part (287). Fifty-two lists included at least one aspect of a situation.
We used regression analyses and analyses of variance (ANOVAs) to show that the probability of false recall is higher for lists containing a greater number of aspects of situations to which the critical concept applies, synonyms of the critical nonpresented word, taxonomic relations, and, to a lesser extent, a greater number of physical features of the entity or object denoted by the critical word.
Predicting BAS with knowledge types-To show that BAS itself reflects differences in the six knowledge types, they were regressed onto BAS. However, multicollinearity issues were indicated by tolerance levels of the knowledge types being close to zero (.011, . 011, .012, .017, .045, .201 ) and the condition index exceeding the suggested value of 30 (100.76; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001) . Therefore, we removed introspective features from these regression analyses. This resolved the multicollinearity problem, and other analyses indicated that introspective features played little role in accounting for either BAS or false recall (primarily because there were few of them). Without introspective features, both the tolerance levels (.465, .483, .498, .596, .798 ) and condition index (12) were well within acceptable levels (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001 ). The number of study words per list corresponding to each of the remaining five knowledge types accounted for 25% of the variance in BAS in a simultaneous regression, F(5, 49) = 3.20, p < .01, R = .50 (see Table 1 for the results). Partial correlations showed that the number of situation features, taxonomic relations, and antonyms significantly predicted BAS. Synonyms were a marginal predictor (p = .053). Thus, lists that contain a greater number of situation features, taxonomic relations, antonyms, and synonyms tend to have higher mean BAS in word association.
Predicting false recall with BAS and knowledge types-To further understand the relation between BAS and its constituent components, a simultaneous multiple regression analysis was conducted in which BAS and the five knowledge types were used to predict the probability of false recall. These variables accounted for 59% of the variance in false recall, F(6, 48) = 11.31, p < .001, R = .77 (see Table 2 ). BAS was the sole significant predictor of false recall, further suggesting that the knowledge types are components of BAS because they do not contribute unique variance in predicting false recall.
To further support the argument that knowledge types, at least in part, are constituent components of BAS, we predicted the probability of false recall using aggregated regression scores, which were the standardized residuals from the first analysis in which knowledge types were regressed onto BAS. This aggregate represents only the variance that the knowledge types accounted for in BAS, and it significantly predicted false recall, F(1, 53) = 39.28, p < .001, R = .65, accounting for 43% of the variance. However, this percentage of variance is based on the possibility of accounting for 100% of the variance in false recall, and as outlined in Roediger, Watson, et al. (2001) , the maximum amount of explainable variance is 81% (based on the reported split-half correlation of +.90 for the DRM lists). After adjustment, 53% of the explainable variance in false recall was accounted for by the knowledge types (.426 ÷ .81 × 100 = 52.6%). This further supports the assumption that knowledge types are at least one underlying component of BAS and that they aid in understanding and explaining why false memories occur in the DRM paradigm.
The key measures of BAS and knowledge types differ on critical dimensions. As noted earlier, BAS provides little insight into the types of semantic relations that link list words to their corresponding critical word. However, it provides an operational measure of relational strength-namely, the number of participants in a word association task who produced the critical word given a list word as a stimulus. In contrast, the knowledge types denote semantic relations, but for each DRM list in the previous analyses, we simply counted, for example, the number of situation features. Thus, each situational feature was weighted identically in the previous analyses. For example, if two DRM lists each contain 4 situational features, the value of the situational feature measure in the previous analyses was 4 for each list. However, those analyses fail to take into account the possibility that the situational features on each list may have different BAS values. That is, one DRM list with 4 situational features, where each situational feature has a value of .20, would have a total BAS value of .80 for the 4 situational features on that list. In contrast, another DRM list with 4 situational features, in which each situational feature has a BAS value of .10, would result in a total BAS value of .40 for the 4 situational features on that list. Critical analyses for identifying a specific intrusion, therefore, may be ones in which these two measures are combined, with Wu and Barsalou (2009) knowledge types providing semantic relations and BAS values providing an estimate of the relational strength.
To conduct this weighted knowledge-type analysis, we summed the BAS values across all of the list words of each knowledge type within a list (e.g., summing the BAS values for the three synonyms of anger in that list). Because no multi-collinearity issues existed, introspective features were included (tolerance levels = . 743, .768, .806, .860, .930, .946 , and condition index = 3.4). In a simultaneous regression, these weighted knowledge-type scores predicted 52% of the variance in probability of false recall, F(6, 48) = 8.82, p < .001, R = .72 (see Table 3 ). Taking 81% of the variance as the maximum possible value, the weighted knowledge types predicted 64% of the explainable variance in false recall. Weighted measures of situational knowledge, synonyms, taxonomic relations, and entity features were significant predictors.
Finally, we conducted one-way analyses of variance to examine further the influence of weighted knowledge types on false-recall rates. We divided the 55 DRM lists into three groups based on the probability of false recall, resulting in 18 low-intrusion lists with a false-recall probability of .18 or less, 19 medium-level intrusion lists (.19 to .37), and 18 high-intrusion lists (greater than .38). Summed BAS for each knowledge type was the dependent variable, and level of false recall (low vs. medium vs. high) was the independent variable. Thus, the analyses tested whether the high-, medium-, and low-intrusion lists differed in terms of each weighted knowledge type. Tukey's post hoc tests showed that situation-based knowledge had larger weighted scores for high-intrusion lists (M = 1.04) than for low lists (M = .14), but high did not differ significantly from medium lists. Medium-and low-intrusion lists did not differ significantly. Synonym scores were larger for high-intrusion lists (M = .58) than for low (M = .06) and medium lists (M = .18; ps < .05). Medium and low lists did not differ significantly. For taxonomic relations, only high-(M = .86) and low-intrusion (M = .08) lists differed significantly.
In summary, the primary result is that it is possible to describe BAS, the variable most often implicated as a predictor of false memories in the DRM paradigm, in terms of semantic relations represented by knowledge types. Aggregating across all of the analyses, situation features, synonyms, and taxonomic relations were consistently predictors of BAS and false recall. This finding nicely converges with results reported in Brainerd et al. (2008; see their Table 6 ) in which they examined a stratified random sample of word pairs from Nelson et al. (1999) using the Wu and Barsalou (2009) variables (and other semantic variables as well). Brainerd et al. found that Wu and Barsalou knowledge types accounted for variance in word association strength, demonstrating that the current findings generalize beyond DRM lists. Thus, these results suggest a response to the criticism that fuzzy-trace theory cannot specify when gist is extracted from a list of words. We propose that false-recall variability observed in the DRM lists is influenced by the number of situation features and other knowledge types, these semantic relations evoke a gist representation, and that the extraction of gist contributes to false recall of nonpresented critical words. Elements of a situation promote gist extraction because in combination they provide cues to a scenario that is described by a critical nonpresented word, or a scenario in which the nonpresented concept participates. Synonyms are somewhat different in that they promote gist because the concept overlaps with the nonpresented critical word. Finally, the influence of taxonomic relations, many of which are category coordinates, is slightly less clear. It could be the case that they promote gist because of featural overlap with the critical non-presented concept (akin to synonyms). On the other hand, category coordinates often are found in the same situations, in which case they may exert more of a situational influence.
EXPERIMENT 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to test whether DRM-like lists composed of entirely situation features would be successful in producing a gist. That is, as a preliminary to studying false-recall rates, as was done in Experiments 3 and 4, we began by asking participants to explicitly produce a word corresponding to the gist of a word list (for a similar procedure see Brainerd & Reyna, 1998; Brainerd et al., 2001) . The idea that gist or a schema-like representation influences memory performance is not new. For instance, Bartlett (1932) introduced the idea of schemas when arguing for the reconstructive nature of memory in accounting for the recall of complex stories. Situation features are one knowledge type that could lead to Brainerd and Reyna's (2002) notion of gist extraction. Specifically, Reyna and Brainerd (1995) define gist as memory for the substance of an experience, and in the current context this would be represented by the word or theme that summarizes a particular word list. Gist is an emergent property that arises from a verbatim experience, with the latter being more specific in content and detail. We hypothesize that if all list words were schema related (i.e., formed a set of coherently related situation features), then participants would be highly likely to intrude other aspects of the situation, or the label for that situation. Consider the following list: barn, tractor, hay, fence, pig, mud, field, house, stables, cow, pitchfork, and rooster. This study list, which has not been used in DRM studies, should elicit a gist or schema for a farm, thus potentially resulting in intrusions of the word farm (or of other things that are found at farms, such as horse).
In Experiment 2, 12 DRM-like lists were constructed based on situation features (rather than BAS). The goal was to test whether these lists evoke a gist or semantic theme, irrespective of associative strength. We compared these situation lists to 6 DRM lists, divided into 3 lowto-mid and 3 high false-recall lists. According to fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) , false memories in the DRM paradigm result from the episodic interpretation of a gist representation, and, therefore, higher rates of false recall in the DRM paradigm result from lists that better produce a coherent gist. As such, participants may respond more often with the gist (specifically, the nonpresented critical word) for the higher than for the lower recall lists. Moreover, because the situation lists were constructed to create a strong gist representation, these lists may produce a higher proportion of gist responses than even the high-recall DRM list.
Method
Participants-Forty-three undergraduate students from an introductory cognitive psychology course at King's University College (affiliated with the University of Western Ontario) participated as part of a classroom demonstration on memory.
Materials-Twelve situation lists, such as the farm list presented above, were constructed (see Appendix C). Each contained 12 situation features corresponding to people, animals, or objects typically found at common events or locations. The situation lists were based on production norms collected by Hare, Jones, Thomson, Kelly, and McRae (2009) . Hare et al. presented participants with an event or location noun (e.g., farm) and asked them to list either types of things, or types of people and animals, that typically are found at those locations or events. Participants provided up to five responses. Responses were scored on the basis of the number of participants that produced them, as well as on their rank. A weighted score was calculated for each response by summing the number of participants who produced it first times five, second times four, and so on. For each list, the top 12 responses were used, except when avoiding having identical items on multiple lists, or when a top 12 response consisted of multiple words (e.g., fire engine for the event accident).
In addition, six DRM lists were used. Three (window, smell, sleep) were selected from Roediger, Watson, et al.'s (2001) norms for their high rates of false recall, and three (king, fruit, lion) for their relatively low rates. To equate the number of DRM-list items with the 12-item situation lists, the final three items from each of the 15-item DRM lists were removed (those with the lowest FAS values). To test whether high false-recall lists more successfully converge on a single concept regardless of gist-inducing features, the two DRM groups were roughly balanced overall in terms of gist-inducing features identified in Experiment 1, with the high false-recall group containing a greater number of synonyms on average (2.0 vs. 0), and situation features (4.3 vs. 3.7), but fewer taxonomic relations (0.7 vs. 5.3, mainly due to the eight exemplars on the fruit list).
Word association norms for the situation lists:
To minimize effects of BAS, we ensured that the situation lists were low on this variable. Where possible, BAS values were taken from Nelson et al.'s (1999) norms. Of the 144 situation list items, 62 had BAS values in Nelson et al.'s norms. For the remaining 82 items, norms were collected using their procedure. Over 180 undergraduate students (who did not take part in other experiments reported herein) were given one of two norming sheets, each containing half of the items. Thirty-three filler items were added to each norming sheet and at least 5 items intervened between any 2 items from a single situation list. Participants were instructed to write on the blank line provided next to each item the first word it brought to mind. Over 90 observations were obtained for each item, and many had slightly over 100 observations. Mean BAS for the situation lists were low, ranging from .02 to .11 (accident = .02, airport = .03, breakfast = .03, concert = .03, theatre = .04, bathroom = .05, arrest = .05, farm = .06, gym = .06, funeral = .09, casino = .09, and war = .11). By comparison, DRM lists that are effective at producing false recall typically have BAS values above .2 with less effective DRM lists typically being below .1 ). As such, BAS for our situation lists are more in line with less effective DRM lists. The 12 situation lists had a mean BAS of .06, whereas the 3 low-mid false-recall DRM lists used in this study averaged .21, and the 3 high false-recall DRM lists averaged .33.
Procedure-Participants were instructed that they would hear a series of word lists and that they would be asked to write down one word that they thought best described the lists of words they had just heard. They were provided with a sheet of paper that had 18 lines labelled "list 1", "list 2", and so on. Each list was read aloud by the first author at an approximate rate of 2 seconds per word. Participants then were given a few seconds to respond. This procedure was repeated for all 18 lists. The lists were presented in the following semirandom order : accident, window, breakfast, funeral, concert, smell, farm, gym, sleep, theatre, king, bathroom, fruit, war, casino, airport, lion , and arrest. The task took approximately 10 minutes.
Results and discussion
The purpose was to determine whether the situation lists produce a gist representation, which was defined as participants producing the nonpresented critical word. In the present study, this response is not a false memory per se, although high rates of consistent gist-based responding indicates that the situation lists are able to elicit gist. This would suggest that these lists might be able to create false memories in a DRM paradigm.
Over the 12 situation lists, 64% (SD = 23%) of participants produced the critical event or location noun (see Table 5 ). The ability of the situation lists to elicit the critical word ranged from 5% for arrest to 86% for casino. Note that the second worst list was airport at 51%. Although the arrest list is therefore an anomaly, if a more liberal criterion is applied by including all gist-consistent responses, then it becomes one of the best situation lists. For example, although only 2 participants produced the word arrest, there were 16 other gistconsistent responses (e.g., criminal, illegal, law, cops, legal, guilty, trial) . As such, even this list can be considered fairly successful at eliciting gist.
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the proportion of critical-word responses for the situation, high false-recall DRM, and low-mid DRM lists. This analysis used the strict response criterion (i.e., using only the actual event or location names). List type influenced the proportion of critical-word responses, F(2, 72) = 25.16, p < .001, MSE = .05 (Greenhouse-Geisser degrees of freedom). Planned comparisons showed that the mean proportion of critical-word responses was greater for the situation lists (M = .64, SD = .36) than for the high-recall (M = .44, SD = .36), F(1, 42) = 25.81, p < .001, and low-mid-recall (M = .33, SD = .24) DRM lists, F(1, 42) = 61.15, p < .001. Thus, consistent with fuzzy-trace theory, the stronger the assumed gist of the lists, the higher the probability that participants produced the critical nonpresented word. In addition, high-recall DRM lists were more effective than the low-mid-recall lists, F(1, 42) = 4.41, p < .05. Thus, as in the Experiment 1 weighted knowledge-type analyses, and consistent with activation/monitoring theory , relational strength as measured by BAS played a role as well.
It should be noted that there was substantial variability in the low-mid-recall lists that highlights another aspect of gist. That is, it is not simply the number of list items of various relation types that matters but their coherence and the degree to which they direct people toward a specific concept matters as well. For example, 65% of participants responded with "fruit" given the fruit list. This occurred presumably because this list contains eight types of fruit, making the gist quite obvious. Note that although gist is strong for the fruit list, falserecall probability is only .2, presumably because source monitoring allows many participants to distinguish the superordinate category name from the basic-level fruits on the list. On the other hand, only 5% of participants responded with king given the king list. This list was mentioned in the introduction as one with a surprisingly low false-recall level despite strong BAS. In Experiment 1, participants did get the gist (e.g., 15 produced royalty), but responses varied (majesty, noble, regal, etc.) , and the gist did not converge directly onto king.
In summary, two notable findings emerged. First, situation lists evoked a clear gist representation. That is, they successfully converged on a single concept that represents the overall theme or gist. This result was not due to BAS because the situation lists had low BAS. Second, the high false-recall DRM lists produced more consistent gist responses than did the low-mid recall lists. This finding supports arguments proposed by Gallo (2006) , Gallo and Roediger (2002) , and Roediger, Watson, et al. (2001) , that DRM lists produce robust rates of false recall because they converge on a single critical word. These authors argue that this is due to BAS. Second, the results are consistent with Brainerd and Reyna's (2002) suggestion that lists with stronger gist should produce higher rates of false memories. Although Experiment 2 did not assess false memory per se, the results support our contention that situation lists provide one basis for a valid operational definition of gist extraction and that, consistent with the results of Experiment 1, high false-recall lists may be those with semantic relations that encourage gist extraction. The highest gist response rates were for situation lists, followed by high false-recall DRM lists, and then low-mid DRM lists, even though the situation lists had the lowest BAS. We have not shown however, that the situational lists actually produce false memories in a DRM paradigm. This was the aim of the next two experiments.
EXPERIMENT 3
The purpose was to test whether word lists composed entirely of situational information produce gist-based false memories. There is some uncertainty, however, about the levels at which false memories would be expected. False-memory production depends on two processes: the generation of plausible alternative list members, and the failure of monitoring processes (source monitoring as in activation/monitoring theory, Roediger, Watson, et al., 2001 , or verbatim-based recollection rejection, as in fuzzy-trace theory, Brainerd, Reyna, Wright, & Mojardin, 2003) . With the situation lists, one possibility is that they might lead participants to internally generate a strong, coherent gist-related item that is likely to be attributed to an external source, thus resulting in high false-memory rates. Another possibility is that because the gist is either an event or location, whereas list items denote types of people, animals, or objects, the gist concepts are obviously distinct and thus might easily be rejected during monitoring.
False memories are measured in DRM studies solely in terms of the critical nonpresented word (Roediger & McDermott, 1995) . Using measures such as BAS and FAS as the central variables leads to a perspective in which a researcher measures intrusions for a single predetermined concept, the critical word that is the basis for the word association norms. However, based on fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) and the idea that gist extraction results from a schema-like representation formed during episodic interpretation of an experienced event (Alba & Hasher, 1983) , situation lists may also produce other intrusions. That is, a knowledge-type or gist explanation of false recall leads to a difference in how false memories might be measured. A gist account in which a DRM list consists of, for example, primarily aspects of a farm, leads a researcher to measure intrusions for a set of concepts that include the label for that situation, but also other aspects of that situation as well (e.g., other farm animals such as horse, which is not on the farm list).
Method
Participants-Sixty-one undergraduate students from an introductory psychology course at King's University College participated as part of a classroom demonstration on memory.
Materials and procedure-The 12 situation lists from Experiment 2 were used. Participants were instructed that they would hear a series of word lists and that after hearing each, they would be asked to recall as many of the words as they could remember by writing them on a sheet provided. As is typical in DRM studies, the participants were instructed not to guess, but to include only words that they were sure they heard when the list was read to them (Roediger & McDermott, 1995) . The first author read lists aloud at an approximate rate of 2 seconds per word. After each list, participants were given 2 minutes to recall words. This procedure was repeated until all 12 situation lists had been presented for study and recall. The task took approximately 30 minutes.
Results and discussion
Three primary measures are of interest. First, veridical memory was measured as the proportion of list items accurately recalled. Second, DRM-style false memories were measured as the proportion of intrusions of the critical nonpresented word (e.g., farm). Third, we measured schema-or gist-consistent false memories, such as horse for the farm list. The data are presented in Table 6 .
Veridical memory performance-Mean veridical recall rate was .67 (SD = .10). The average across all 55 DRM lists in Roediger, Watson, et al. (2001) is a comparable .62 (SD = .06). As such, veridical memory for situation list items is similar to that in studies using BAS-based DRM lists.
DRM-like false memories-Participants produced low rates of nonpresented criticalword intrusions. The mean proportion was .05 (SD = .08), ranging from .02 for concert to . 11 for farm. These are similar to some of the least successful DRM lists and is probably due to successful monitoring processes, as tested in Experiment 4.
Gist-consistent false memories-Gist-consistent intrusions are reported in terms of their mean number per participant for each list rather than as a proportion because there are potentially greater than one per list. Not a single random response was produced; all bore an obvious relation to the general theme of the lists. For example, for the war list, gistconsistent intrusions included military, bullet, and Air Force, and for the arrest list, they included prison, plaintiff, judge, and criminal. Summing over the 12 situation lists, participants produced an average of 2.05 (SD = 2.35) schema-consistent intrusions (or false memories), ranging from 0 to 11. Situation lists varied considerably, ranging from very few intrusions for breakfast (M = 0.03, SD = 0.18) to a moderate number for arrest (M = 0.33, SD = 0.70). In general, and consistent with earlier schema research such as Brewer and Treyens (1981) , the situation lists lead to gist-consistent false memories.
Relations among the three memory measures-Correlations were examined to determine the relations among veridical situation feature list memory and the two measures of false memory. There was a negative correlation between veridical memory and DRM-like intrusions indicating that the greater the number of list items that participants correctly recalled, the less likely they were to falsely recall the nonpresented critical word, r(59) = −. 30, p < .02. This finding is consistent with studies that have used DRM lists (Gallo, 2006) . The relation between veridical memory and gist-consistent intrusions was also negative and significant, r(59) = −.29, p < .02. Participants were less likely to make a gist-consistent intrusion as their veridical memory increased. The two false-memory measures correlated positively, indicating that as participants made more false-memory intrusions of the event or location names, they also tended to make more schema-consistent intrusions, r(59) = .61, p < .001.
In summary, the situation lists elicit false memories at a low rate, particularly when the event or location word was the target. The data are thus somewhat inconsistent. On the one hand, they are weakly supportive of the idea that false memories can result from forming a schema-like representation (Alba & Hasher, 1983) . On the other hand, although Experiment 2 shows that the situation lists strongly evoke gist, Roediger and colleagues (Gallo & Roediger, 2002; Roediger, Watson, et al., 2001) could claim that the low rates of nonpresented critical-word intrusions are best explained by their activation/monitoring theory. According to activation/monitoring theory, DRM false memories are much less likely to occur when BAS is low, which it was for the situation lists.
However, an alternative explanation that is tested in Experiment 4 relates to the sourcemonitoring process proposed to operate in activation/monitoring theory ) and the recollection rejection process in fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd et al., 2001) . In fuzzy-trace theory, editing out gist-consistent information from a memory report results from recollection rejection (Brainerd et al., 2003) . This process relies on the verbatim trace of the studied list items to suppress false memories. Specifically, recollection rejection can occur when verbatim traces are strong and thus are able to edit out gist reconstructions regardless of the strength of the gist trace. As such, it may be the case that the low rates of critical-word intrusions in Experiment 3 result from verbatim traces overriding gist traces, resulting in successful monitoring. The veridical recall rates are consistent with this idea.
The activation/monitoring account proposes that regardless of whether the nonpresented critical word is activated during encoding or retrieval, false memories are produced when people fail to successfully monitor the source of their memory . Source misattributions in memory can result from confusion of two external sources (e.g., confusing who told an amusing story, Dave or Albert), or of an internal and external source, as is argued to be the case in the DRM paradigm (Johnson et al., 1993) . As such, the low false-recall rates in Experiment 3 might reflect correct source monitoring decisions. This explanation is reasonable given the materials. The nonpresented critical item for each of the situation lists was either a location (farm) or an event (breakfast), whereas the items included types of objects and people that are commonly found at those locations and events. Because the event and location concepts are quite distinct from the concepts presented for study, it may be easy for participants to distinguish between them and therefore reject locations and event names as having been presented.
EXPERIMENT 4
The primary purpose was to examine the monitoring issues raised above. To do so, a twominute distractor task, during which participants performed arithmetic calculations, was inserted between the study and free-recall phases. The purpose was to prevent overt rehearsal of the studied list words, which may produce greater monitoring difficulty during free recall, or verbatim suppression in terms of fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd et al., 2003) . If the low false-recall rates in Experiment 3 were due to participants' successful monitoring processes, the delay should lead to higher rates.
In contrast to Experiment 3, we used four types of lists. Three situation lists comprised one list type, and the other three list types were each taken from DRM word lists ). The three DRM list types were chosen on the basis of their BAS and the distribution of their knowledge types from Experiment 1. This allowed direct comparison among the four list types to examine false memories that result from word lists differing in terms of BAS and gist strength. We also included a recognition test at the end of the study. This should also reduce the effectiveness of monitoring because it tests memory for all lists simultaneously. Note that we are not claiming that source monitoring or recollection rejection plays no role in a recognition test. Rather, participants' ability to source monitor (or recollection reject) is a matter of degree. Monitoring should be more difficult in general when a participant is asked whether a word appeared on any of the 12 previously presented lists (i.e., whether it was 1 of 144 presented words, as was the case in Experiment 4), versus recall in which a participant is dealing with a single list at a time. In addition, because there is a longer time period between study and test in the recognition than in the recall task, it should be more difficult to correctly monitor the source of an item in the recognition task. This should be the case particularly for the situation lists because, in the recognition task, all critical nonpresented words were not events or locations, and all list words were not types of people, animals, and objects. Further, the recognition task allows for the assessment of participants' phenomenological experience during recollection by using the remember/know procedure developed by Tulving (1985) . The recognition test requires participants to judge each item as old (previously studied item) or new (nonstudied item). For each item judged as old, participants indicate if they remember or know that the item was present on the study list. As Roediger and McDermott (1995) note, a remember judgement is defined as the mental reliving of an experience by the participant based on information such as the physical characteristics associated with the items' presentation, what the participant was doing when they experienced the item, and what the item made them think of, and perhaps by recalling the neighbours of the item on the word list. In contrast, a know judgement reflects that the participant is confident that the item was on the list but they are unable to mentally reexperience its actual occurrence. The primary purpose for including the remember/know procedure was to examine the pattern of judgements for items that were previously studied and for the nonpresented critical items.
Method
Participants-Thirty-seven undergraduate students from an introductory psychology course at King's University College participated in groups of 5 or fewer.
Materials-There were 12 lists, each composed of 12 items. Three were situation lists from Experiment 2: breakfast, casino, and farm. The other 9 lists differed on the probability of false recall and BAS from Roediger, Watson, et al.'s (2001) norms, and/or the number of features that we argued in Experiment 1 distinguished among lists that were likely to lead to gist extraction (i.e., situation features, synonyms, and taxonomic relations). Thus, there were three strong lists, three medium-gist lists, and three low-gist DRM lists. The three strong lists (doctor, smoke, sleep) had a mean false-recall probability of .58, mean BAS of .28, and an average of 10.7 items identified as gist-inducing knowledge types. Thus, these were "strong" on all dimensions. The mid-gist lists (beautiful, bitter, butterfly) had a mean falserecall probability of .02, mean BAS of .03, and an average of 9.3 gist-inducing items. The low-gist lists (long, trouble, whistle) had a mean false-recall probability of .08, mean BAS of .02, and an average of 6.00 gist-inducing items. The three situation lists had a mean BAS of .06, and their mean false-recall rate from Experiment 2 was .08. The lists were arranged so that no two lists of the same type appeared in consecutive order during presentation. The lists were recorded on audio tape in a male voice and were presented at a rate of 2 seconds per word.
Two critical dimensions are important for testing the claims of fuzzy-trace (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) and activation/monitoring theory ). The first is mean BAS because of its importance in activation/monitoring theory. A one-way ANOVA on BAS showed differences among list types, F(3, 140) = 32.96, MSE = .020, p < .001. Tukey's HSD tests indicated that the strong lists had higher BAS than the other three types, which did not differ. Therefore, if associative strength is the sole critical variable for producing false memories, then the strong lists should be most successful in doing so in both recall and recognition, with the other three being equal.
The second critical dimension is the number of gist-inducing items on each list. A one-way ANOVA on the total number of situation features, synonyms, plus taxonomic relations per list showed a significant effect of list type, F(3, 8) = 6.82, MSE = 2.92, p < .02. Tukey's HSD tests indicated that the number of these types of items did not differ between situation and strong lists (although the lists did differ on BAS). Situation lists contained a greater number of gist-inducing items than did either the mid-or low-gist lists. The strong and midgist lists did not differ significantly (although they did differ on BAS). The mid-and lowgist lists differed significantly on gist-inducing items.
The recognition test consisted of 36 studied items taken from Serial Positions 1, 8, and 10 on each of the 12 word lists. A further 36 items that had not been previously presented to participants were also included. These were the 12 nonpresented critical items along with 24 fillers randomly selected from other DRM word lists not used in the current study. These 72 items were randomly ordered. Participants were asked to circle "Old" or "New" next to each item. Further, if they indicated that an item on the recognition test was "Old", they were asked to circle an "R" to indicate a remember judgement, or a "K" to indicate know.
Procedure-Participants were instructed as follows: "In a moment you will hear a list of words read one word at a time. After each list is presented you will be asked to complete 2 minutes of arithmetic problems and then you will have 1 minute to recall as many of the list words as possible." After the experimenter read these instructions, the first list was played. The participants then were instructed to work on arithmetic problems for 2 minutes. They then were given one minute to recall as many of the words that they could remember on a sheet provided. This procedure was repeated until all 12 lists had been presented and recalled.
Subsequently, the recognition test was administered. Participants were instructed that if they remembered that the word was presented earlier on the tape player, then they should circle "Old". If they did not have a memory for a particular word being presented earlier, they should circle "New". For any word given an old judgement, the participants were also asked to make a remember/know judgement by circling "R" or "K", respectively. To make a remember judgement, participants were instructed that they should have a specific memory of that word being on the lists presented earlier. This could include something distinct about the speaker's voice when he said the word, or perhaps they might remember a word or words that came before or after the specific word on the list. They were instructed to make a know judgement to an old word if they did not have a specific memory for the word being on one of the lists presented earlier, but that they were fairly certain that the word had been presented earlier. Participants were then asked whether they understood the old/knew and remember/know distinction before they were instructed to begin the recognition test. The experiment took approximately one hour.
Results and discussion
The results are presented in five sections. Veridical recall is reported first, then false recall. Veridical and false recognition then are presented. The final section presents the remember/ know judgements and it is subdivided into these judgement types based on veridical and false recognition. Veridical memory results were followed up with Tukey's HSD post hoc tests because no specific predictions were made concerning those data. False-memory results were followed up with pairwise planned comparisons because specific tests were planned for those data. Veridical and false-recall and recognition rates are presented in Table 7 . Remember/know rates are presented in Table 8 .
Veridical recall-Veridical recall was measured as the proportion of correctly recalled studied items. Overall veridical recall collapsed across the four list types was quite good, . 61. A repeated measures ANOVA showed an influence of list type, F(3, 102) = 27.12, MSE = .006, p < .001. Tukey's HSD revealed significantly higher veridical recall for the situation lists than for the strong (p < .05), mid-gist (p < .05), and low-gist lists (p < .01). Strong lists differed from low-(p < .01) but not mid-gist lists. The mid-gist lists also had a higher veridical recall rate than did the low-gist lists (p < .01). In general, a greater number of gistinducing knowledge-type items on a word list resulted in better veridical recall, with the best recall being for situation lists.
False recall-False recall was measured as the proportion of participants who recalled the nonpresented critical list word for each list. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant influence of list type, F(3, 92) = 36.58, MSE = .057, p < .001. Planned comparisons indicated significantly higher false-recall rates for the strong lists than for the situation, F(1, 108) = 52.46, p < .0001, mid-gist, F(1, 108) = 87.69, p < .0001, and low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 71.92, p < .0001. False recall was higher for the situation lists than for the mid-, F(1, 108) = 4.50, p < .04, but not the low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 1.54, p> .2. Mid-and low-gist lists did not differ, F < 1. These findings are consistent with activation/monitoring theory because the word lists with the highest BAS (the strong lists) elicited higher rates of false recall. In addition, they are somewhat consistent with fuzzy-trace theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) because false-recall rates were higher for the situation lists than for the mid-gist lists that were matched on BAS.
Veridical recognition-Veridical recognition (or hit rates) was measured as the proportion of studied list words that were judged as old. A repeated measures ANOVA indicated that veridical recognition differed by list type, F(3, 102) = 16.66, MSE = .012, p < .001. Tukey's HSD revealed that it was higher for situation lists than for strong (p < .01), mid-gist (p < .01), and low-gist lists (p < .01). Veridical recognition was higher for strong than for low-gist lists (p < .01), but not mid-gist lists. The mid-and low-gist lists did not differ significantly. These analyses again show that a greater number of gist-inducing knowledge-type items on a word list results in better veridical recall.
False recognition-False recognition (or false-alarm rates), measured as the proportion of nonpresented critical words that were judged as old, differed by list type, F(3, 100) = 24.11, MSE = .079, p < .001. False recognition was higher for situation lists than for midgist, F(1, 108) = 20.78, p < .0001, and low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 30.85, p < .0001. Situation and strong lists did not differ significantly, F(1, 108) = 2.45, p> .1. False recognition was higher for strong lists than for mid-, F(1, 108) = 37.50, p < .0001, and low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 50.73, p < .0001. Finally, mid-and low-gist lists did not differ significantly, F(1, 108) = 1.00, p> .3. Overall, participants were more likely to falsely recognize a nonpresented critical word from lists that contained a greater number of gist-inducing semantic relations (i.e., situation and strong lists). This is the first case in which the situation lists produced a substantial false-memory effect, with a 65% false-recognition rate. Further, the situation and strong lists, which were equated on the number of gist-inducing items but differed on BAS, produced similar rates of false recognition (although there was a nonsignificant 10% advantage for the strong lists). These findings are consistent with explanations that attribute false memory to gist extraction.
Remember/know judgements
Correct recognition: The proportion of remember responses did not differ significantly across list type, F(3, 99) = 1.27, MSE = .019, p> .2. However, know responses did, F(3, 85) = 5.21, MSE = .022, p < .002. Tukey's HSD (honestly significant difference) indicated that a significantly greater proportion of know responses were produced for situation list items than for mid-(p < .05) and low-gist items (p < .05). There were no other reliable differences.
False recognition:
The proportion of remember responses differed across list type, F(3, 93) = 4.48, MSE = .087, p < .01. Situation and strong lists did not differ, F(1, 108) = 1.03, p> .3. There was a greater proportion of remember responses for situation lists than for mid-, F(1, 108) = 4.10, p < .05, and low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 4.10, p < .05. Similarly, a greater proportion of remember responses occurred for strong lists than for mid-, F(1, 108) = 9.23, p < .01, and low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 9.23, p < .01. The proportion of remember responses was identical for mid-and low-gist lists, F < 1. Overall, remember responses were more likely to be produced for falsely recognized nonpresented critical items for lists that contain a greater number of gist-inducing items, a result that is consistent with the phantom recollections reported by Brainerd et al. (2001) and argued to result from strong gist-based memory traces.
The know responses to nonpresented critical words also differed by list type, F(3, 99) = 8.45, MSE = .073, p < .001. Situation and strong lists did not differ, F < 1. The proportion of know responses was greater for situation lists than for the mid-, F(1, 108) = 6.39, p < .01, and lowgist lists, F(1, 108) = 13.05, p < .001. The proportion of know responses was greater for strong than for mid-, F(1, 108) = 10.83, p < .001, and low-gist lists, F(1, 108) = 18.88, p < . 0001. Mid-and low-gist lists did not differ, F(1, 108) = 1.08, p> .05. As with the remember data, know responses are more likely to be produced for falsely recognized nonpresented critical items for lists containing a greater number of gist-inducing items.
Experiment 4 adds further behavioural evidence concerning false-recall variability found in DRM lists and the related theoretical implications. The results support, in part, both activation/monitoring and fuzzy-trace theory. Activation/monitoring theory can generally account for the false-recall results, particularly the fact that high-BAS strong lists produced the highest false-recall rate. On the other hand, situation lists produced a higher false-recall rate than did mid-gist lists. The false-recognition results are more problematic. In activation/ monitoring theory, BAS is the critical variable underlying false recall and recognition, but the situation lists produced a false-recognition rate that was similar to the strong lists despite much lower mean BAS. Furthermore, although the situation, mid-gist, and low-gist lists had similar mean BAS, situation lists produced a far higher rate of false recognition. Finally, false-remember rates were similar for situation and strong lists and were much higher for both than for mid-or low-gist lists.
Fuzzy-trace theory predicts that false memories result from processing the gist of an experienced event. In Experiment 4, gist was manipulated in two ways: using lists composed entirely of situation features, and by manipulating the number of gist-inducing items in the three groups of DRM lists. The false-recognition results fall nicely in line with the fuzzytrace prediction that the stronger the gist of a list of words, the more likely false memories will be produced (although mid-and low-gist lists did not differ). The false-recall data are more potentially problematic, although successful recollection rejection may have decreased false recall of locations and events with the situation lists. That is, the two-minute distractor task between presentation and recall apparently did not sufficiently disrupt source monitoring or reduce the trace of the verbatim trace. As a result, it may have been reasonably easy for participants to discount the nonpresented critical locations and events. In contrast, the recognition task was completed at the end of the study, after all 12 word lists had been studied and recalled. The longer delay plus the intervening lists appear to have decreased the verbatim trace sufficiently.
The observed pattern of remember responses made by participants when falsely recognizing a nonpresented critical list word also supports a monitoring explanation. A greater proportion of remember responses were made to nonpresented critical items on situation and strong lists than on mid-and low-gist lists. This indicates that participants had more phenomenological experiences associated with nonpresented critical words from word lists designed to have stronger gist.
One potential issue concerns whether false-recognition rates were inflated due to previous recall. Some studies have reported higher rates of false recognition for lists that were previously recalled than for lists that were not. For example, Roediger and McDermott (1995;  Experiment 2) found a 9% increase in false recognition of the critical nonpresented words when participants had previously recalled a list versus when they did arithmetic problems rather than recall.
However, although it intuitively seems that previous recall may increase false-recognition rates, in general, there is no or little evidence that it does. For example, Brainerd et al. (2008) used a set of semantic variables to predict false-recall and recognition rates. They were concerned about the potential of previous list recall to influence recognition. Roediger, Watson, et al.'s (2001) data for 36 of the 55 lists were taken from Stadler, Roediger, and McDermott (1999) . In Stadler et al., recall preceded recognition, as in our Experiment 4. Brainerd, Watson, et al. collected false-recognition rates for those 36 lists in an experiment in which the recall phase was excluded. The mean false-recognition rate for the 36 lists was actually slightly lower when recall was included. That is, without a recall phase, Brainerd et al. found a false-recognition rate of .69, and with a recall phase, Stadler et al. found a falserecognition rate of .66. Brainerd et al. also found that the two sets of false-alarm rates were extremely highly correlated at r = .91.
Further evidence for the lack of an influence of prior recall on false recognition comes from Gallo (2006) . Gallo looked at 14 studies that compared recognition rates when there was or was not previous recall. Overall, false-recognition rates were only 2% higher when recall preceded recognition than when it did not. This difference was significant in Gallo's analyses, but it is only 2%. Therefore, including a previous recall task does not compromise Experiment 4.
Another point regarding the false-recognition rates for the situation lists is that the design of Experiment 4 enables direct comparison among DRM and situation lists. That is, the possibility that recall might inflate false-recognition rates would potentially be problematic if Experiment 4 had not included DRM lists as a direct comparison. Also, if falsely recalling a critical nonpresented word increases the likelihood of falsely recognizing that item, the false-recognition rate for the strong DRM lists should have been much more strongly influenced by the recall task. The false-recall rate was .52 for the strong DRM lists, and .15 for the situation lists.
A further aspect of the Experiment 4 data is that the difference between false-recognition and false-recall rates was much higher for the situation lists than for the DRM lists (situation: .65 -.15 = .50; strong DRM: .75 -.52 = .23; mid-gist DRM: .36 -.05 = .31; lowgist DRM: .30 -.09 = .21). These differences are consistent with our claims about the role of source monitoring with respect to the situation as compared to the DRM lists. When the situation lists are recalled following the presentation of each list, it is relatively easy for a participant to distinguish the name of the event or location from the types of people, animals, or objects that typically are involved in that event or typically are found at that location. However, source monitoring is more difficult in the recognition task, particularly with respect to the situation lists, because participants are now dealing with 12 lists, 3 of which are situation lists, and 9 of which are standard DRM lists (for which the critical nonpresented word is not qualitatively different from the list words, and the list words are a mixture of types of concepts). Therefore, not only has time passed, but that time has been filled with lists of different types. This produced a context in which, during the recognition task, participants had a more difficult time deciding whether the name of the event or location had actually occurred on the list, and thus false recognition of those critical nonpresented words was quite high, and there was no difference in remember judgements for situation versus strong DRM lists. In summary, because the recognition task makes it more difficult for participants to distinguish the event or location name from the list words, false recognition for the situation lists is significantly higher than for the DRM lists that were matched for BAS, and rates were similar to the rates for the strong DRM lists that contained numerous gist-inducing items and had a much higher BAS.
Finally, an experimenter oversight actually provides additional insight into gist formation. Although the low-gist list differed from the other types in mean number of gist-inducing items, whistle actually contained eight situation features. However, inspection of these items illustrates that they do not converge coherently on a gist because they come from multiple types of situation. The whistle situation items were stop, dog, train, song, boy, blow, tune, and lips. Compare those items to those of the doctor strong list that contained the eight situation items sick, medicine, hospital, ill, patient, office, stethoscope, and cure (as well as the synonyms physician and surgeon). It is obvious that the doctor list is much more semantically coherent than is the whistle list. Of course, relational strength varied as well, with BAS for the doctor situation items being much higher than that for the whistle items. Apparently, producing high rates of false memories without high BAS demands list coherence, as in the situation lists that were coherent due to the method by which they were constructed. Supporting this idea is Toglia, Neuschatz, and Goodwin's (1999) finding that thematically grouping items on a list produces higher rates of false recall.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The research conducted herein was designed primarily to address a central theoretical issue that relates to the two theories commonly used to explain false memory: activation/ monitoring and fuzzy-trace. Although both can explain much of the same data, it has been argued that they have strengths and weaknesses. Associative strength provides an operational index of item activation, but is theoretically mute on what underlies BAS. On the other hand, fuzzy-trace theory has a well-developed theoretical rationale but could be more clearly elaborated regarding identifying when gist is aroused. The basic aim of the experiments reported here was to bridge these differences by identifying semantic relations that underlie BAS and by considering whether these relations can provide insight into gist extraction.
In Experiment 1, we used Wu and Barsalou's (2009) taxonomy to classify the semantic relations between DRM list words and their respective non-presented critical words. We found that BAS could be decomposed into various knowledge types and that situation features, synonyms, antonyms, and taxonomic relations predicted BAS. Further, these knowledge types, particularly situation features, synonyms, and taxonomic relations, predict the probability of false recall. As such, these findings provide a theoretical basis for considering associative strength in terms other than the mere probability of one word eliciting another word. Finally, because the lists commonly used in the DRM paradigm vary in both BAS and in the features we take as an index of gist extraction, consideration of gist factors can explain variability in false recall not predicted to date by associative explanations. These conclusions are similar to those of Brainerd et al. (2008) , who emphasized that DRM lists have a great deal of strong semantic content, and that meaningfulness correlates with false recall and recognition.
In Experiment 2, a new type of word list was developed to understand the role of situation information in false memories. The situational feature lists strongly converged on the nonpresented event or location. Moreover, DRM lists that are likely to elicit a false memory are also likely to produce a gist response, supporting further the contention that published DRM lists confound BAS and gist characteristics. In Experiment 3, the situation lists produced false-recall rates that were more consistent with associative than gist extraction explanations.
Experiment 4 tested whether the low false-recall rate in Experiment 3 was due to successful monitoring processes engendered by the situation lists in which the intended false memory (an event or location) differed substantially from the list items. In false recall, the situation lists fell between DRM lists with higher and similar BAS. In false recognition however, the situation lists were as good as the strong DRM lists and much better than the mid-or lowgist lists. Remember responses also followed this pattern.
Theoretical implications
The results implicate both associative and gist extraction in false-memory production. Importantly, the findings give gist extraction a more central role than has been the case and thus support fuzzy-trace theory. Even the findings that false recall is better explained by associative strength is consistent with fuzzy-trace theory, which has argued that strong verbatim memory traces reduce false recall of nonpresented critical items through recollection rejection (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) . It is clear that the situation lists enabled participants to form strong verbatim traces because these lists produced high rates of veridical recall. As such, the lack of finding high rates of false recall with the situation lists can be attributed in part to the strength of the verbatim memory trace.
Stronger evidence for fuzzy-trace theory is provided by the Experiment 4 false-recognition results, in which the low-BAS situation lists were similar to the strong high-BAS DRM lists. Other results have discounted associative strength as the sole explanation in recent years. For instance, Meade, Watson, Balota, and Roediger (2007) reported semantic priming experiments in which the DRM lists were used in a lexical decision task. They found that activation processes due to encoding DRM word lists do not last much longer than 1 second (see also Tse & Neely, 2005 , for a similar conclusion). They concluded that this activation process does not persist long enough to account for the false-recognition effect in DRM studies. One prediction from the present experiments is that our strongly gist-inducing situation lists should produce false memories that persist over time (see Toglia et al., 1999) .
To account for the high false-recognition rates observed in typical DRM studies, Meade et al. (2007) argued that during encoding, related information is brought to mind as a result of spreading activation. However, because this activation persists for only a short time, unless it is maintained in some manner, it is unlikely that any activation received by the nonpresented critical word would be present when a participant engages in a recognition task (see also Zeelenberg & Pecher, 2002) . They further argued that items on the recognition task can serve as cues to reactivate an episodic associative network based on a previous episodic experience, which would be the encoding phase. Therefore, false recognition is due to the reactivation of a previously encoded episodic experience. Importantly, Meade et al. maintain the importance of BAS during activation. That is, false recognition is more likely to result from high-BAS DRM word lists. Note that we agree with this conclusion to the extent that BAS indexes relation strength and thus the probability with which list words elicit a coherent gist.
Although the theoretical refinement outlined above is consistent with studies using DRM word lists, it fails to account for why the low-BAS situation lists elicited false-recognition rates that were similar to strong high-BAS DRM lists. Furthermore, reactivation of an episodic associative network fails to account for the false-recognition differences between the situation lists and the mid-and low-gist DRM lists that had similar mean BAS. Clearly, the fact that the situation lists elicited greater false recognition is problematic for theories that emphasize associative strength as the primary theoretical construct.
Another issue that deserves consideration relates to the associations among list items (i.e., interitem associative strength). Interitem associative strength may explain why the situation lists produced very few critical-word intrusions on the recall tasks, but did produce high rates of false recognition. McEvoy, Nelson, and Komatsu (1999; see also Deese, 1959a) have reported that word lists with stronger interitem associative strength result in reduced levels of false recall. McEvoy et al. explained this as follows. On a recall task, the list items activate each other as a result of their strong interitem associations, but in doing so they prevent, or interfere with, the activation of the nonpresented critical word. McEvoy et al. also reported that these strong interitem associations have the opposite effect on recognition because the strength of these associations leads to more false alarms to the nonpresented critical item. That is, strong interitem association leads to a stronger thematic representation, or gist, of the list items, and this influences recognition more strongly than recall. Although interitem associative strength was not controlled in the current experiments, the interitem connectivity among list items on the situation lists is fairly strong, ranging from a low of 1.17 associative connections among list items on the airport list to a high of 3.08 associative connections among list items on the funeral list. Interitem connectivity is the number of items on a list that are associated to any degree. Future research with situation lists could be conducted in which this variable is manipulated between lists, while holding gist strength and backward associative strength constant, in order to see whether higher false-recall rates might be obtained. However, in general, a set of entities, things, and/or actions that typically co-occur in a particular type of situation should be associated, at least in the general sense of association.
The present experiments provide insight into at least some conditions that lead to gist extraction. Fuzzy-trace theory proposes that an encoding experience results in a verbatim trace and a gist trace. The verbatim trace represents the surface form of the actual episodic experience, and the gist trace represents the semantic content that results from encoding the surface form of the experience (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002) . However, some have argued that the theory is unclear on how the semantic content of an episodic experience is constructed in the gist trace. One possibility is based on Barsalou's (1999) perceptual symbol system framework. We speculate that gist extraction might proceed in the following manner, at least in the case of situation lists. The presentation of list words produces the encoding of a verbatim trace, which through conscious or nonconscious awareness activates simulations for each list item on the basis of situational knowledge and other semantic relations. That is, conceptual processing is situation based, and situational simulations are intrinsic to it. Further, because gist processing occurs in parallel with verbatim processing, gist extraction results from integrating the individual simulations that are active at the time of encoding into a background situation, and this background situation represents the gist of the encoded episodic experience.
It also should be noted that although we have emphasized situational factors (as well as featural overlap in the form of synonyms, and taxonomic relations), false memories in experiments using the DRM procedure can occur in the absence of semantic information. For example, Zeelenberg, Boot, and Pecher (2005) found that high rates of false recognition result even when using nonwords that overlap orthographically and phonologically. Participants falsely recognized nonwords such as ploost after studying lists that contained items such as froost, floost, and stoost. Therefore, although semantic relations play a key role in false memories, other relations can matter as well.
Finally, we are not arguing that associative strength is unimportant in false-memory production because clearly in the "real world" some concepts are more likely to co-occur with other concepts in certain situations (e.g., doctor and nurse). Co-occurrence probabilities influence processing at many levels, and, as such, they influence, for example, the probability of constructing a situated simulation. Our point is that associative strength is not necessary nor by itself sufficient to explain false-memory effects in the DRM paradigm, nor in the real world. Rather, what is more important are certain types of semantic relations and the relations among them that are extracted from experiences with the world and then later used to reinstate that experience through simulation. From this perspective, research using the DRM paradigm is applicable to understanding real-world false memories based on the gist overlap that produces these illusory memories.
APPENDIX A. Slightly modified version of the Wu and Barsalou (2009) feature taxonomy
The critical nonpresented word is in italics, and the list word is in <angled brackets>.
The major knowledge types are in bold. 
Synonym

Entity features
External component: A three-dimensional component of an entity that, at least to some extent, normally resides on its surface. chair <legs> ; shirt <button> External surface feature: An external feature of an entity that is not a component, and that is perceived on or beyond the entity's surface, including shape, colour, pattern, texture, size, touch, smell, taste. carpet <red> ; mountain <steep> Internal surface feature: An internal feature of an entity that is not normally perceived on the entity's exterior surface, and that is only perceived when the entity's interior surface is exposed. fruit <juice> Entity behaviour: An intrinsic action that is characteristic of an entity's behaviour, and that is not an entity's normal function for an external agent. thief <steal> ; lion <roar> Entity made-of: A specification of the materials of which the entity is made. chair <wood> ; bread <flour> Quantity: A numerosity, frequency, or intensity of an entity or its features. trash <pile> Associated abstract entity: An abstract entity associated with the target entity and external to it. flag <freedom> Systemic feature: A global systemic feature of an entity or its parts, including states, conditions, abilities, traits. lion <fierce> ; girl <young> Larger whole: A whole to which an entity belongs. lion <pride> ; citizen <United States> Spatial relation: A spatial relation between two or more properties within an entity, or between an entity and one of its properties. spider <poison>
Situation features
Function: A typical role that an entity serves for an agent. needle <injection> ; pen <write> Action: An action that a participant performs in a situation. citizen <vote> ; foot <walk> Participant: A person in a situation who typically uses an entity or performs an action on it and/or interacts with other participants. justice <jury> ; mountain <climber> Location: A place where an entity can be found, or where people engage in an event or activity. fruit <basket> ; car <garage> Origin: How or where an entity originated. bread <dough> ; smoke <fire> Time: A time period associated with a situation or with one of its features. black <night> ; butterfly <summer> Manner: The manner in which action or behaviour is performed. whistle <blow> ; smell <sniff> Associated entity: An entity in a situation that contains the target concept. city <streets> ; cup <saucer> Spatial relation: A spatial relation between two or more things in a situation. thief <gun> ; music <sound> State of the world: State of a situation or any of its components except entities. city <crowded> ; justice <truth> Table 4 Means and standard deviations for the weighted knowledge types as a function of intrusion rate in Experiment 1 Table 7 Proportions of veridical and false recall and recognition in Experiment 4. Table 8 Remember/know proportions for veridical and false recognition in Experiment 4 Mean BAS .11
List type Veridical recall Veridical recognition False recall False recognition Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean SD
Mean
List type Veridical remember Veridical know False remember False know Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
Note: BAS = backward associative strength.
